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NOISE-S� Amend Waipukurau Aerodrome is owned an operated by the Central Hawkes
Bay Aero Club (Inc) and is an unattended aerodrome. Keeping an
accurate track of every aircraft movement would impose a burden on a
voluntary organisation of this type. 
The aerodrome is used by a wide variety of visiting aircraft and hosts
club days such as 'dawn raids' and gliding activity which see a large
number of visiting aircraft creating a considerable number of movements
in a short period of time but not covered by airshow exemptions. These
would eat up the ���� movements in a short period of time and create
the added expense of producing AANC every two years. 
The aerodrome hosts agricultural aviation operators who also create
considerable movements during their operations. 
The definition of an aircraft movement as either one takeoff or one
landing impacts on flight training activity such that a training aircraft
doing five circuits in an hour counts as �� movements. A quiet weekend
of flight training will use at least ��� movements by the aero club alone
so a minimum of ��,��� movements is needed to avoid having to invoke
the requirement for AANC development. ��,��� movements should thus
cover for aero club plus visiting aircraft without an increase over current
activity. 
Waipukurau aerodrome is a valuable privately owned and operated
facility which provides a valuable community asset for a variety of regular
and emergency uses at no cost to the community. Please do not impose
extra costs on such a public good.

Amend NOISE-S5 (21)(b)
Where the total number of
annual aircraft movements are
less than 6500 15,000 per year
no compliance contouring is
required.

Amend NOISE-S5 (21)(c)
Where the total number of
annual aircraft movements are
is greater than 6500 15000, the
operators of Waipukurau
Aerodrome must produce 55dB
and 65 dB Annual Aircraft Noise
Contours (AANC), .......

Amend NOISE-S5 (22) by
adding an extra sub-paragraph.
New sub-paragraph: g. Aircraft
involved in agricultural aviation
activities ancillary to primary
production.
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